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Book Reviews
Aliki. The Gods and Goddesses of Olympus. HarperCollins Publishers, 1994.
ISBN 0-06-023531-4. $15 .89. 48 pp.

B

3-5

NF

PB

Reviewed by Robert L. Maxwell

The stories of the Olympian gods are well known and always popular both
with children and adults. Aliki organizes her book traditionally, beginning with
a brief introduction explaining what myths are and their importance, followed
by a retelling of the Greek creation story up to the rise of the Olympians, and
finally devoting a page each to the major classical Greek gods. Her main
sources for the stories appear to be Hesiod's Theogony and the Homeric Hymns,
which she follows fairly accurately.
Aliki clearly has a love for these stories, no doubt in part stemming from
her own Greek heritage, and the text is written with much enthusiasm. The
narrative does not flow as naturally, however, as that of some of her earlier
retellings of Greek folk tales, such as Three Gold Pieces or The Eggs, and one
gets the impression that these latter are more a part of her than the classical
Greek stories. A pronounciation glossary would have been a helpful addition
(one wonders, for example, how the intended audience will manage
"Hecatoncheires" (p. 8, 9) or if they will realize that" Amphitrite" (p. 28) does
not rhyme with "neon light").
The ink, gouache, and colored-pencil illustrations, according to the title
page verso, are "adapted from Greek vase paintings and sculpture." However,
the drawings only superficially resemble classical Greek art, and in fact at least
one has a much later model, Botticelli's Birth of Venus. The drawings are not
as appealing as some of Aliki's earlier work and the reviewer's nine-year-old
daughter-art critic, who read the book, didn't like them because they were "sortof like Barbies," an apt characterization. Nevertheless, many of the brightlycolored scenes are energetically portrayed, especially those depicting battles.
There is a useful map of ancient Greece on the verso of the title page showing
the location of the stories.

• •••
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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Andryszewski, Tricia. Immigration: Newcomers and Their Impact 011 the United
States. Millbrook Press, 1995. ISBN 1-56294-499-1. $15.90. 112 pp.

A

7+

Reviewed by Rachael Williams

NF

Immigratioll: Newcomers and Their Impact 011 the United Stales is part of
the "Issue and Debate" series published by Millbrook Press. The book begins
by reminding us that "the United States was created by immigrants, yet it has
often been hostile to newcomers." Next Andryszewski presents immigration in
the context of world migration in the 1990s. Then a discussion of the history
of immigration in the U.S. helps us to see where our contradictory attitudes
have come from. The last few chapters discuss the most hotly debated aspects
of immigration policy: impact of immigrants on the economy, illegal
immigration, granting asylum, and immigration quotas.
Immigrants presents this important issue in a way that young adults will
find it understandable and interesting. It does a marvelous job of explaining the
complicated and intricate laws governing immigration policy in the U.S.
Andryszewski considers both the positive and negative effects of immigration on
our country today, while including personal case studies that remind us that the
issue affects individuals. Realistically, the author does not suggest that there is
an easy solution, but she encourages all to be aware and involved in our
country's ever-changing immigration policies .

••••

Babitt, Natalie. Bub or The Very Best Thing. HarperCollins Publishers, 1994.
ISBN 0-06-205045-1. $14.89. 24 pp.

*

1-2

FI

PB

Reviewed by Jeanne M. Gabler

The King and Queen have been arguing about what is best for the Prince.
They agree that they both want what is best for the Prince, but neither one
knows what that is. As they show affection, the child says the word "Bub," but
no one knows what he is saying or what it means. As they go about in search
of the very best thing for the Prince, everyone they meet has a different answer.
Finally they ask the cook's daughter, who says "Bub" is the answer. After
asking the Prince what is the best thing, she tells her mama that the Prince is
right, love is the very best thing.
This book can be symbolic of families: the home is our castle and we treat
each other as royalty when we show love. The illustrations (especially the dog)
are warm, colorful, and humorous and provide the feeling of love throughout
the book. Children will enjoy everything about this book!
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Booth, Jerry. Big Bugs. Illustrated by Edith Allgood. Harcourt Brace, 1994.
ISBN 0-15-200693-1. $14.95. 48 pp.

*

3-6

Reviewed by Denice Barainca

NF

This big reference book (10 x 14 in.) is packed with information about
little creatures. It contains everything eight- to twelve-year-olds would like to
know about 11 common insects-and then some.
The book is designed to be read on several levels. First, black and white
pencil drawings of each insect with body parts labeled, and other informative
illustrations, encourage browsing. Second, short, titled paragraphs present
scientific information and interesting facts. Creative projects suggest additional
activities for readers with a deeper interest in insects. For example, it includes
illustrated directions for making traps and insect cages and describes how to
build various insect habitats. It teaches how to build an underwater zoo, how
to hold a worm race, and how to make insects masks. It even includes a recipe
for "Crispy Cajun Crickets." A glossary, an index, a section on scientific
classification, and a resource list of books, films, and software add to its value
as a reference book.
The author talks to the young readers in their own language. He
immediately captures their interest with a section called "Taking the 'Ug' Out
of Bug" :
Gross! Squash it! Step on it! Lots of people think they hate insects. Bugs
are creepy. They're dirty. They fly in our faces. They spread disease.
Your friends may think insects are horrible, but you probably know better.
Harcourt Brace invites readers to join the Greenpatch Kids, an alliance of young
people who learn about the environment and how to protect it, and includes
several short articles about projects done by individual Greenpatch Kids.
This is an excellent reference book for libraries, for classrooms, and for
the personal library of a budding scientist.

••••

Briggs, Raymond. The Bear. Random House, 1994. ISBN 0-679-86944-1.
$20.99. Unpaginated.

*

2+

FI

PB

Reviewed by Suzanne Olsen

After Tilly is tucked into bed one night, a big polar bear crawls in through
her window. He's huge and clumsy and silent. Tilly coaxes him into bed with
her, where they cuddle and sleep until morning. When her parents hear about
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the bear, they are good-naturedly agreeable to "the wonderful world of a child's
imagination." All day long, Tilly struggles to take care of the bear. She tries
to keep him out of trouble, but he doesn't understand about living in a house,
and he creates one mess after another. After being tucked into bed, Tilly calls
the bear to come out from under her bed, and she once again cuddles and sleeps
with him. But during the night, the bear crawls back out the window to join
another bear in the wild.
This is the best Briggs book yet. The colored pencil drawings make the
bear seem alive, with texture and movement expertly depicted. The layout is
similar to the comic-book layout in The Snowman, but the panels are generally
larger and text is included, moving the story along with dialogue. The subtle
inclusion of the parents' point of view into the main story is well done. One
problem to some may be the realistic inclusion of the bear's "poos and wees"
on the floor that Tilly dutifully cleans up . It adds reality and humor to the
fanciful story. Parents can also chuckle at the more realistic interpretation of
this problem, though the reality of the bear is so convincing that it is easily
missed. It is enough that the parents think Tilly has played in their room and
left it in a disarray . The strong story line, the detailed drawings and the child
in all of us preserve the innocence of the book .

••••

Brooke, William 1. Teller o/Tales. HarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-23399B. $14.89. 170 pp.

A

5-9

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

"Look!" shouted the nice-looking girl. "The emperor has no clothes!"
The people gazed in astonishment, and the little girl removed everything
of value from their pockets.
So begins Brooke's third volume of fractured fairy tales. In it, he has taken the
recent fashion of rewriting old stories to new heights. His versions of "The
Emperor's New Clothes, " "Rumpelstiltskin," Goldilocks," and "Little Red
Riding Hood" are deftly woven into the story of a "nice-looking" and very
street-wise little girl whose destiny is inextricably bound to an old man who
wants to write the news, but is restricted to writing only fairy tales. His
characters are spontaneous and funny, genuine and original. As he writes, the
tales themselves become part of their lives in a unique manner which only
Brooke could pull off.
I enjoyed the way Brooke used the device of a story (or in this case stories)
within a story. It is well done, not intrusive, and provides great interest as well
as cohesiveness to the entire book. I have been a great fan of his first two
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books of tales, and the fresh look at these favorite stories is a welcome addition
to his work.

••••

Bunting, Eve. The In-Between Days.
023612-4. $18.89. 120 pp.
A

3-7

FI

HarperCollins, 1994.

ISBN 0-06-

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Life on Dove Island was just the way eleven-year-old George liked it.
There were his father and his 5-year-old brother, James, himself and the bicycle
business in the summer. They'd gotten along just fine since mother had died and
there was no need to change now. But Caroline seemed bent on changing them.
Actually, George and James had liked Caroline when they first met her, and
James still liked her. George just didn't want her taking his mother's place and
he meant to do something about it. Once, on the way home from the ferry after
school, George found a dead, frozen mouse laying on the snow. "Wouldn't he
make a great Christmas present for Caroline? But I couldn't give him to her.
That would be too awful. "
When Caroline comes to help decorate the tree for Christmas he gives it
to her after all, but is sorry before she even has the box open. "Too late. She
has folded back the paper ... She doesn't move or scream or anything ... At last
she looks up. 'You hate me this much, Georgie?'" She didn't come back for
Christmas-but she didn' t tell either. And then the in-between days set in. That's
the time when there is too much ice for the ferry but it isn't frozen enough for
a land bridge. His father is so sad, not understanding why Caroline has gone,
and George is sad, knowing why. When finally the ice is strong enough, George
leaves a message for Caroline begging her to come. When they get to the other
side she is waiting. This is a sensitive, but not sentimental, story of a young
boy's struggle to accept change and growth .

••••
Bums, Diane L. Cranberries: Fruit o/the Bogs. Photographs by Cheryl Walsh
Bellville. Corolrhoda Books, Inc., 1994. ISBN 0-87614-822-4. $19.95.
48 pp.

A

5+

NF

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

To the Algonquin people it was called "ibimi" and to the Pilgrims it was
"craneberry." But it eventually became know as the cranberry. The cranberry
was so important to the Pilgrims that they wrote laws protecting the bogs that
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grew near their settlements. The Algonquins used the berries for dying,
peacemaking, soothing physical injuries, as well as being part of their traditional
cooking.
Most people think of cranberries only during the holiday seasons. Most
don't know where or how cranberries are grown. Cranberries: Fruit of the
Bogs is an informative photo book revealing all sorts of little-known facts about
the cranberry. The text is thorough in covering the history of the cranberry,
care of the cranberry beds, planting and growing of the vines, harvesting and
processing of the berries, and the winterizing of the bogs.
The numerous photographs are very clear and appealing. The reader can
get the feeling of personally being at the bogs seeing the cranberries grow and
ripen. Cranberries is an interesting book in which the reader finds himself
turning page after page to learn more about this important American native.
This book is interesting for the casual reader as well as the researcher .

••••

Calvert, Patricia. Bigger. Scribner's, 1994. ISBN 0-684-19685-9. $14.95.
137 pp.

*

4+

FI

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

It is spring and the Civil war has ended, but twelve-year-old Tyler
Bohannon's father has not yet returned. When a passing soldier tells him that
his father's troop is headed toward Mexico, Tyler decides that he will find his
father and bring him home. On the way from his home to the Mexican border,
he realizes that the war has done more than reunite the states; it has left much
pain, suffering, and personal tragedy in its aftermath.
This book contains much of the history of the United States just after the
Civil War. The story puts history in a very readable context and the reader is
caught up in Tyler's emotional conflicts. Although the book is not always
sugary, and some parts are down-right graphic , it is very readable and
enjoyable.

• •••

Condra, Estelle. See the Ocean. Illustrated by Linda Crockett-Blassingame.
Ideals Children's Books, 1994. ISBN 1-57102-055-5. $14.95. 32 pp.
A

K-2

PB

Reviewed by Rachael Williams

Ever since Nellie was a baby, her family has gone to their beach house at
the ocean once a year. Nellie loves the beach; it is where she took her first
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steps, and where she has always been surrounded by the loving attention of her
family. On the way to the beach each year, her brothers have a contest to see
who will be the first to catch a glimpse of the ocean, but Nellie never plays.
One year, the mist hides the ocean from view as the family approaches. But
when Nellie feels the soft, salty ocean breeze she says, "I see it!" Her brothers
protest that she cannot see it, but her father asks her to describe it. Nellie
describes the ocean as an old man whose hair is the waves, like the stories her
mother told her when she was younger. Then her brother says, "How can she
see through the mist when we can't? She can't even see!" Then their mother
explains that though Nellie is blind, she can see with her mind.
This story is touching with its portrayal of the love that the family shows
for each other, especially for Nellie. The brother's statement that Nellie cannot
see comes as a surprise to the reader, which gives the book an added twist of
interest. The illustrations are exquisite oil paintings done in bright colors, with
a very visible brush stroke. Together text and pictures create unforgettable
scenes of family fun and devotion .

••••

Creech, Sharon. WaLk Two Moons. HarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-0233346. $15 .89. 280 pp.

*

6+

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Thirteen-year-old Salamanca Tree Hiddle is an engaging and naive
narrator, at times precocious, at times not. Sal has inherited her mother's love
for nature and perhaps her mother's confusion about life and people. When
Sal's mother can no longer endure her self-imposed pressure to be as perfect as
her husband, she leaves the family home in Kentucky to get away, far away:
Lewiston, Idaho. Promising to return before the tulips bloom, she travels by
bus, sending Sal postcards at each stop. But the postcards soon stop and Sal's
mother never returns-will not return, reports her father after he flies to
Lewiston.
When they realize Sal's mother will never return to Kentucky, Sal and her
father move to Ohio where Sal meets some marvelously named characters:
Margaret Cadaver, a night nurse and friend of her father; Phoebe Winterbottom,
an imaginative and slightly paranoid neighbor to Margaret and classmate to Sal;
and Ben Finney, a boy who has a crush on Sal. Sal's encounters with these
characters are told as she and her grandparents are driving from Ohio to
Lewiston to see Sal's mother. The framework story holds up terrifically, adding
depth and interest to Sal and her life.
Sal portrays these characters and their stories warmly with humor and
pathos, unfolding the tragedies and reversals that have befallen her, her father,
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her mother, and Phoebe. The plot is a veritable cat's cradle of interconnections
and coincidences, but they are portrayed logically without a hint of contrivance.
The novel is rich in images and symbols: the blackberry kiss Sal's mother plants
on a tree trunk, the fireplace hidden behind the wall in the Hiddle's home in
Kentucky, the recurring images of nature, and especially of trees.
The book is divided into 44 chapters, most of them quite short, something
that might make it more readable for reluctant readers. But most young readers
will be unable to resist Sal's lively voice and humor and the hint of sadness and
tragedy that lies just under the surface of the plot. Walk Two Moons was a
surprise winner of the 1994 Newbery Award, but I'm confident that most who
read the book will agree that it is deserving of the Award .

••••

Demi. The Firebird: A Russian Folktale. Henry Holt and Co., 1994. ISBN 080503-244-4. $16.95. 31 pp.

B-

K-6

NF

PB

Reviewed by Rita A. Christensen

The young and handsome archer Dimitri rides his magical Horse of Power
as a servant for the Russian Tsar Ivan. One day Dimitri finds a pure gold
Firebird feather and injudiciously takes it back to the Tsar's palace, despite the
Horse of Power's caveat to leave it alone. Dimitri is then ordered to complete
impossible tasks-capture the Firebird and the fairy princess Vassilissa. Only
through the help and wisdom of the Horse of Power can Dimitri be prepared for
his future adventures.
Demi's dust jacket is enticing, but the images in the book are not as
opulent as the cover art; nevertheless, they are colorful yet soft and rendered
with a delicate and flowing line. The watercolor illustrations are accented with
gold printing and span two large pages. Design problems arise with this larger
format. Several of the illustrations are symmetrical and the book's gutter runs
right through the center of action, distorting the images. The illustrations also
do not always reflect what is written in the text. For example, one page reads:
"The trees were green and flowers blossomed everywhere. Squirrels and rabbits
hid in the undergrowth." The corresponding painting depicts green trees, but
there are no flowers. Rabbits are in the undergrowth, but the squirrels are in
the trees. Children are bright and will probably catch these inconsistencies.
Demi's retelling of "The Firebird" is true to some Russian versions, though
quite condensed for the picture book format. For storytelling purposes it would
be best to read the longer translations of the folktale and recite it from memory.
Purchase of this book would be warranted, however, to allow young readers to
acquaint themselves with this classic folktale.
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From the book Greenbrook Farm by Bonnie Pryor, illustrated by Mark
Graham @1991 . Reprinted by permission of Simon & Schuster Books for
Young Readers.

George , Jean Craighead. Julie. HarperCollins Children's Books, 1994. ISBN
0-06-023529-2. $14.89. 226 pp.

•

5+

FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

After 20 years, Jean Craighead George has written a sequel to Julie o/the
Wolves. The last lines of the first book are a song to the spirit of Amaroq, the
wolf leader who saved her life and whom her father killed from his plane. Julie
expresses her fear "that the hour of the wolf and the Eskimo is over" as she
returns to live with her father. Life with her father and his white-American
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gussak wife would not be easy. It was not the Eskimo way she had been taught
as a child. But the Eskimo elders say "We do not judge our people" as so she
must not judge her father. But there is the problem of her wolves. Her father
would kill them if they ate his uminmaks (musk oxen) which the village was
raising to sell their fur.
Throughout the book Julie struggles to reconcile the old and new Eskimo
ways and to save her wolf pack. After one uminmak is killed she goes on a
journey to try to show the wolves where the caribou are. She is successful. She
also comes to love her step-mother and the new baby. In the end, her father
makes a compromise. The uminmaks will be a wild herd, not easy prey for the
wolves but still available for gathering their fur. Her family finds peace in this
decision, and "like the musk oxen and wolves, they, too, had been restored to
order. "
Julie is as powerful and engrossing as Julie of the Wolves. The story is
consistent with its predecessor but can stand on its own as well. Highly
recommended.

• •••

GermallY ill Pictures ed. by the Lerner Geography Dept. Lerner Publications
Company, 1994. ISBN 0-8225-1873-2. $14.21. 64 pp.

B

5+

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

GermallY ill Pictures introduces upper elementary school students to this
recently unified country. Part of the Visual Geography Series, it includes many
color and black and white photographs and an index.
Similar to other books in this series, the book is divided into chapters
covering the Land, History and Government, the People, and the Economy.
The chapters on history and the people seem one-sided after reading and
reviewing the book Germans ill America, another recent Lerner Publication. I
would suggest using the two books to compliment one another. The background
behind the reunification of East and West Germany is only briefly covered. A
bibliography of other books or articles for readers to expand their look into the
current issues that this country is now encountering would have been useful.

••••
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Gregoire, Caroline. Uglypuss. Henry Holt and Company, 1994.
8050-3300-9. $14.95. Unpaginated.

A

Pre-3

FI

PB

ISBN 0-

Reviewed by Suzanne Olsen

Uglypuss is a dog so ugly that the little boy who has him doesn't want him.
(Of course, in the illustrations, the little boy is uglier than the dog, but he
doesn't know that.) Everywhere the boy goes, he tries to leave the dog behind.
But the dog loves the boy, and in the end, that love wins out, after he saves the
boy from drowning. The illustrations are done in ink and water color, and ably
portray both the plot and feelings of the story with more than a touch of humor.
Gregoire has created a funny, touching book. One line, "Uglypuss heard
Marty's cries" is printed at the bottom of one page and at the top of the next.
I hope in the next printing the first one is omitted. It could be by mistake, but
it doesn' t flow well. Even so, the book works for me. Considering that the
book is translated from the French, it suggests that there are more foreign
language books out there that would contribute to the richness of our story
telling heritage.

• •••

Heifetz, Jeanne. When Blue Meant Yellow: How Colors got Their Names.
Henry Holt and Company, 1994. ISBN 0-8050-3178-2. $14.95. 171 pp.

*

4+

Reviewed by Suzanne Olsen

NF

When Blue Meant Yellow is a dictionary of color terms written in an easyto-understand, interesting style. Be aware, however, that words of ancient
origin have obscure histories and foreign etymologies, making this book
challenging for younger readers. Included in the book is a chart showing the
major languages of the world and their relation to one another, the date each
color name appeared in English usage, and a color chart that is indexed by
number to the text. Also included are interesting tidbits about the color names.
For example, Alice Blue was named for Theodore Roosevelt's daughter, Alice.
This book is extremely fascinating. My 6th grader browsed through it for
days. I have often wondered about the color names of my oil paints; this book
includes those colors, and hundreds more. I'd recommend it for any school
library, from elementary to high school. By the way, blue meant yellow when
the early Indo-European root word described something bright or shining. Only
later did it develop into words that described specific hues .

••••
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Hildebrandt, Greg. Greg Hildebrandt's Book of Three-dimensional Dragons.
Little, Brown & Company, 1994. ISBN 0-316-15240-4. $18.95. 10 pp.
•

All

Reviewed by Kristin "illam

PB

This incredible book uses 3-D pictures (pop-ups) and captivating text to
bring dragons to life. The stories make it seem as if these creatures actually
existed. The art is so realistic that you fully expect the dragons to start moving.
Pictures and text have an incredible ability to kick start your imagination. All
ages will enjoy this book.

• •••

Hughes, Dean. The Trophy. Alfred A. Knopf (Random House), 1994. ISBN
0-679-84368-X. $13.00. 135 pp.

B

5-7

FI

Reviewed by Denise Swift

Danny loves to play basketball, and this is his first year playing on an
official team. He really wants his father to come watch him play, but Danny
is always disappointed. The beginning of the season is disappointing for Danny
because Danny makes too many mistakes in the games. His best friend, Alan,
encourages him and even lets him practice on his hoop at home. Finally,
Danny's father comes to one of his games, but he is drunk and embarrasses
Danny, as well as himself. Danny continues to practice every day and finally
becomes very good at defense. The coach plays him more in the games and
Danny feels good about his playing. At home, however, he always worries that
his father will be drunk and that one day his father will leave and never come
back. Finally, Alan's Dad talks with Danny's parents and Danny's father
realizes that he needs to change. Through much hard work Danny's father quits
drinking and learns to show more love to his family. The family grows closer
together and Danny becomes better at offense as well as defense. The team
works hard and wins the championship.
This book deals realistically with the problem of alcoholism and its effects
on a family. This story has a good ending but the reader needs to keep in mind
that all situations like this do not have the same ending. This would be a good
book to use to discuss the problems of alcoholism. It also shows how hard work
can really pay off--not at once but after much time, practice and patience .

••••
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Hyde, Margaret o. Know About Tuberculosis. Walker and Co., 1994. ISBN
0-8027-8338-4. $13.95. 112 pp.

A

3-6

NF

Reviewed by Rachael Williams

During the last decade, experts believed that tuberculosis (TB) was a
controlled disease like small pox. As a result, today's children and young adults
know little or nothing about this dangerous disease. In past centuries TB was
known by various names such as consumption, white plague, and wasting
disease, and it was one of the most common and feared diseases. In 1943 an
antibiotic cure for TB was discovered, and TB was almost eliminated from the
U.S. by the 1980s. However, in recent years new strains of the disease have
developed that are not always treatable, and so the disease is on the rise again
in the U. S. In addition, the disease has always remained a problem in countries
with poor living conditions, and it is estimated that one-third of the world's
population is infected with TB. It is not yet time to panic, but it is time that
everyone become educated about TB. K1Iow About Tuberculosis provides
important information about the symptoms and effects of TB, the risk factors,
how it is spread, how it is treated, the history of the disease, and how it is
changing.
The text is written in a simple, clear style and is set in fairly large print,
so it does a good job of explaining technical information to a young audience.
Interesting examples and case studies help to keep the reader's interest.
However, some of the information does seem to be repetitive, reappearing in
several sections of the book. The book includes a glossary, an index, and
several photographs. Walker and Company also publishes other "Know About"
books, including K1Iow About AIDS, which Hyde co-authored .

••••

Kalman, Esther. Tchaikovsky Discovers America. Illustrated by Laura
Fernandez and Rick Jacobson. Orchard Books, 1995. ISBN 0-531-068943. 32 pp.

*

2-4

FI

PB

Reviewed by Rachael Williams

Kalman ' s book is the story of Tchaikovsky's visit to America in 1891, told
through the fictional journal entries of eleven-year-old Jenny Petroff. Jenny
attends one of Tchaikovsky's concerts, meets him on a train ride, and
reencounters him on a tour of Niagara Falls. The events she describes are based
on the actual journal that Tchaikovsky kept during his u.S. tour. This insightful
view of the great musician through the eyes of a young girl gives a touching
portrait of the composer as a shy, sweet, and talented man. Jenny's family are
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Russian immigrants, so she feels a special connection with Tchaikovsky, and
there are several insightful moments that show the difficulty they have with
retaining a Russian heritage while becoming American.
The magnificent illustrations are what make this book a must-have. The
paintings are done in oil on canvas, where the canvas texture shows through and
adds texture to the pictures. The two-page-spread illustrations of Tchaikovsky
conducting and of the Swan Lake ballet are particularly superb. Both the art
work and the text create a life-like picture of 1890's New York. Along with
being a delightful read, Tchaikovsky Discovers America would be a great way
to introduce children to a study of classical music or a visit to the ballet.

••••

Karr, Kathleen. The Cave. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1994. ISBN 0-37431230-3 . $16 .00. 165 pp.

B+

4-7

FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Heat and drought seem determined to ruin Christine's family's South
Dakota farm. Her eight-year-old brother Michael is wasting away from asthma
caused by the blowing dust. The baby cries; Dad and Ma are so discouraged and
cross. All the world seems to be turning to dust. In frustration, Christine runs
out to the edge of the farm and begins pounding on the hill with a sharp rock
when suddenly the hill seems to tum to dust, too. Christine finds a cave inside
the hill, dark and blessedly cool. There is also the sound of water. It becomes
her secret, which she shares with Michael to give him something to get strong
for. Inside the cave Michael can breathe. There is also beauty in the crystal and
rock formations inside. Even though there is an abundance of water, Christine
is afraid if she tells her father he will destroy the beauty trying to get to the
water.
When Father gets suspicious and forces them to tell, he is prevented from
entering by a wind storm. After the weather clears, the entrance to the cave has
been covered by a rock slide.
The story is well written, with good development of the two main
characters. I felt a little unbelieving that she would be so concerned that her
father might destroy the cave to get to the water. I felt there would probably
have been much more ambiguity in her determination .

••••
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Kleven, Elisa. The Paper Princess. Dutton Childrens Books, 1994. ISBN 0525-45231-1. $14.99. 32 pp.

A

1+

Reviewed by Rebecca A. Gleason

PB

Newly drawn and cut out, the paper princess is "the best thing the little girl
has ever made." But before the little girl can decide what kind of hair would
be most suitable for a paper princess, a gust of wind whisks the princess out of
her hands and sends her soaring high above. "Wait! I didn't finish you," the
little girl cries. But the paper princess, drifting further and further away calls
back, "I'll finish myself." The wind carries the princess to and fro as she meets
many new people in the wide world. Not everyone can appreciate a paper
princess, but with her good-natured and straightforward manner the princess is
able to make the most of every situation and eventually find her way home to
the little girl who loves her.
The author's own illustrations are a charming addition to this fanciful
story. Through delicately crafted collage the paper princess comes to life and
travels through a beautiful world of glowing, vibrant color. The Paper Princess
retells the classic story of adventure and personal discovery in a delightful and
whimsical way that will enchant any audience .

••••
Kurtz, Jane. Fire on the Moulltain. Illustrated by E. B. Lewis. Simon and
Schuster Books for Young Readers, 1994. ISBN 0-671-88268-6. $15.00.
Unpaginated.

•

2+

NF

PB

Reviewed by Suzanne Olsen

Based on the folklore of Ethiopia, Kurtz tells the story of a poor shepherd
boy who leaves the mountains after his parents die to find his older sister, who
cooks for a rich man. After days of travel, he joins her and is hired to watch
the man's animals. One day the boy matches the rich man's boasts at being able
to brave the cold of a mountain night with only a light covering. Enraged, the
man bets money and cows that the boy cannot do it, threatening unemployment
for both young people if he should fail. The boy doesn't waver, and
courageously waits through the cold night on the mountainside. When he
returns for the reward, the man tricks him out of it, inviting the brother and
sister to stay for his victory dinner before leaving. The sister uses her wits to
provoke the proud man to honor his promise. With a bag of money and four
cows, the boy sets out to turn his prize into his fortune. Through his diligence
he too becomes a rich man, while his sister grows in stature as the fame of her
wisdom spreads.
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Kurtz's story is poetic in its description and carefully crafted sentences.
The language is simple. Some foreign words are used, their meaning indicated
by context (a glossary would be helpful). The story can easily stand alone as
a read-aloud, but the illustrations establish setting and characterization that not
only bring flesh to the story, but life to its soul. Lewis is a master of water
color in both portraiture and landscape. His golds and greens show the warmth
of the day, the deep browns and purples reveal the characters, while the blues
of the night chill the reader to the bone. Rich. Majestic. Amazing .

••••
Lester, Julius. John Henry. Illustrated by Jerry Pinkney. Dial Books for
Young Readers, Division of Penguin Books, 1994. ISBN 0-8037-1607-9.
$16.89. Unpaginated.
A

3-6

FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

PB

Remember the song about the folk character "John Henry" who died with
a hammer in his hand? You will want to check out this Caldecott Honor book
about this famous African-American folk hero.
Beautiful, realistic, full-page illustrations by Jerry Pinkney help the author
capture the strong story line from John Henry's unusual birth and childhood.
Julius Lester uses similes, personification and alliteration in the text, which
strengthen the folktale and bring variety to the text. You'll read of a boulder
that was "hard as anger," voices that sound "like bat wings on tombstones," a
rainbow that shines "like hope that never dies" and hammers that "rang like
gold." The story culminates with John Henry's race against a steam drill to
provide a route for the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad through the Allegheny
Mountains to West Virginia. John Henry is a beautiful account of the
unconquerable working spirit that built America.
References are made in the preface to the folk song that made this tale stay
alive through the years. I would have liked to have seen a version of this folk
song included with the text.

••••
Mayne, William. Hob and the Goblins. Illustrated by Norman Messenger.
Dorling Kindersley, 1994. ISBN 1-56458-713-4. $12.95. 140 pp.
•

3-6

FI

Reviewed by Janet Francis

When last seen in fairy-tale form, Hob was called Brownie; but the habits,
spells, and charm have not faded in a very large number of years. In Mayne's
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masterful new work, Hob is at loose ends in a city, unable to remember how he
got there, but most willing to find a new family to look after. To earn his keep,
Hob must tidy away abandoned things, soothe bothers, and generally make
things go the way they should. Rules are rules, and Hob is not meant to battle
the unthinkable things that come from another world when the door is opened
by greed. But by then his new family is depending on him, and when a resident
(though unrecognized) witch gives him clothes which remove his memory, Hob
is not quite the creature of rules he once was. And a good thing too-Charlie
Grimes knows how to drive and repair a bus, but he's a babe in the country
woods when it comes to Otherworld things. What would happen to the children
if Hob didn't intervene?
As unlikely a hero as Tolkien's creature who shares a form of his name,
Hob is the protagonist here; and if we ever could learn the patterns of the faerie
world, we could learn them from this muttering, confused, loyal creature and
his powerful love.

• •••

Nimmo, Jenny. Rainbow and Mr. Zed. Dutton's Children's Books/Division of
Penguin Books, 1994. ISBN 0-525-45150-1. $14.99. 191 pp.

A

7-12

FI

Reviewed by Bonnie Walker

A fantasy of mystery, suspense, and growing up unravels as a tale of
change, evil and discovery takes place. Rainbow and Mr. Zed combines the
trials of young and shy Nell with her mysterious heritage. Nell's challenges
start as she goes away from home for the first time. Making friends with the
exuberant, confident Menna starts her ordeal, and her chagrin heightens as her
host family is invited to a strange and exotic island with specific instructions for
Nell to be included. She is able to visualize a grandfather ghost, hear the voices
coming from a tower of shells and crystals, console a jealous wife, become
aware of Dylan's gifts and his father's wizardry and evil bent and find a
resolution in frustrated feelings of neglect and value. New relations are revealed
and confronted. Albie Nightingale is redeemed as a father. Nimmo has woven
a tale of depth and intricate involvements. This is a sequel to the tale she
began with Ultramarine.
This tale becomes suspenseful at its height as the story of Nell's
development is played out. She thinks at first that she can change if her brother
Ned can. She emerges at the last saying, "she knew from the strangely altered
rhythm in the way she spoke and moved that she had changed forever. She was
more definite, self-sure of her decisions, proud of her unusual family, and happy
with the way she looked." The action of the plot with its humor and changes
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from real to unreal would make this an exciting and fun book for teens, and the
struggles of the characters would make it worthwhile .

••••

Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. The American Alligator. Photographs by William
Munoz. Clarion Books, 1994. ISBN 0-395-63392-3. $15.95. 77 pp.

A

4-9

NF

Reviewed by John B. Wright

Have you ever tried to sort out the fact from the fiction when it comes to
alligators? Some people loathe them as ferocious man-eaters, while others
esteem them for their valuable skins and meat. The truth is that these animals ·
live, eat, mate, and survive in ways that are similar to most every species.
Once on the verge of extinction, the American alligator made a comeback and
is now contributing to the ecosystem of the American South.
The fantastic color photographs by William Munoz allow the reader to get
comfortably up close to these reptilian creatures without experiencing the
associated trepidation of an actual encounter. Dorothy Hinshaw Patent, who
holds a Ph. D. in Zoology from the University of California, Berkeley,
combines the essential facts and figures with an easy-reading narrative, making
this a well-informed and important text documenting the lifecycle and habits of
this once feared species.

• •••

Rosenberg, Maxine B. Hiding to Survive. Clarion Books (a Houghton Mifflin
Company imprint), 1994. ISBN 0-395-65014-3. $15 .95. 166 pp.

•

4+

NF

BI

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

I have read many books on the Holocaust, but this has to be one of the
most unique. It is a collections of the stories of fourteen children who were
individually rescued from the holocaust by non-Jews and saved from almost
certain death at the hands of the Nazis. Always, there was the terrible fear,
both on the part of the child and their protectors, that they would be discovered
and exterminated. In addition, there was the children's fear that they would
never see their parents again, a fear that proved to be valid in many incidences.
Many of the children lived with families who loved them like their own; but
some found themselves in terrible circumstances, suffering great privations, yet
grateful for their lives.
Each chapter starts with a picture of the child taken sometime during
World War II, or close to the time when they were rescued, and then follows
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an account the events surrounding their «onfinement. Rosenberg has intensively
interviewed each one, so her details are as close to the actual happenings as is
possible. At the end of the chapter, there is another picture of the individual as
an adult with a brief "postscript" as to what they are doing today and how the
experiences have affected their lives.
Many "postscripts" also contain
information about the rescuers who had hidden them. Rosenberg asked each one
why they thought that the people had risked so much to save them. Most
answered that the families who had saved them were usually hiding more than
just one child and each believed in the sanctity of life-even the life of a Jewish
child who was considered to be the enemy-and could do no less than try to
preserve it. Most of the children kept in touch with their rescuers throughout
their lives. Many, when they became adults, made visits back to the old
countries and had happy reunions with these people who had risked their lives.
This is a remarkable story of an extraordinary group of people who risked their
lives to save the children.

• •••

Ross, Kathy . Every Day Is Earth Day. Illustrated by Sharon Lane Holm.
Millbrook Press, 1995. ISBN 1-56294-490-8. $15.40. 49 pp.
A

K-5

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

NF

In this new title from the Holiday Crafts for Kids series, step-by-step
instructions for twenty simple Earth Day craft projects are presented. Made
from recycled materials and classroom supplies, these crafts feature
environmental themes and may be undertaken any time. Material lists and
colorful illustrations will help young crafters experience success.
Twenty years of experience in nursery schools helped Ross compile her
books of crafts that can be done in classrooms or at home. Younger children
will need adult assistance with cutting, mixing paints, or gluing, but most third
graders can manage these crafts with minimal assistance. With prior titles
focusing on Halloween, Kwanzaa, and Valentine's Day, hopefully Ross will not
forget Independence Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas .

••••
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Schouweiler, Thomas. Germans in America. Lerner Publications Company,
1994. ISBN 0-8225-0245-3. $13.13. 72 pp.

A

5+

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

Did you know that Johnny Weissmuller, Babe Ruth, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Albert Einstein and Levi Strauss are all either native-born Germans
or of German descent? Germans in America overviews the history of German
influence in America from 1683 to the present.
I chose this book to review because of my own German ancestry. The
history which links America and Germany was especially well told , and I found
it interesting to read about the reasons behind the main immigration waves
which brought thousands of Germans to this country. By the end of the
Revolutionary War, Germans made up one-tenth of the total population of
America! Thomas Schouweiler tells of early contributions that can be attributed
directly to these resourceful and energetic immigrants and their descendants-for
example, the Conestoga Wagon and the Kentucky rifle. He then highlights the
famous German Americans who have contributed to the areas of business and
industry, education, science and medicine, government and politics,
entertainment, sports, music and literature. An index and many black and white
photographs enhance the text. However, a graphical representation of the
numbers of German immigrants by time period would have helped bring clarity
to the statistics included in the text.

••••

Silverman, Jerry, compiler. Songs and Stories from the American Revolution.
Millbrook Press, 1994. ISBN 1-56294-429-0. $17.90. 72 pp.

*

3-6

NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Professional folksinger and guitarist Jerry Silverman has compiled another
useful songbook-this time covering the Revolutionary War period.
Bunker Hill, Saratoga, Bennington, Yorktown, the Swamp Fox and
Cornwallis are among the battles and famous people included in the ten ballads,
which were originally sung without musical accompaniment. The background
behind each of the ballads is told and words and phrases used in the songs are
explained. Color and black and white illustrations accompany each of the songs,
which are written mostly in the keys of C, F, G, and include a separate melody
line, simple accompaniments and guitar chords. The book is just the right size
to be used at the piano.
The verses in the songs tell not only of tactics and the progression of the
battles, but also the feelings of the families who sent men to the war front. An
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excellent book to bring the study of the American Revolution alive for teachers
and students. Other features of the book include a map showing the battles, an
index and a list of books for further reading about songs and about the
Revolutionary War.

••••

Silverman, Maida. My First Book of Jewish Holidays. Illustrated by Barbara
Garrison. Dial Books for Young Readers, Division of Penguin Books,
USA, 1994. ISBN 0-8037-1428-9. $14.89. 32 pp.

A

K-5

Reviewed by Bonnie Walker

NF

Ten Jewish holidays are highlighted in this book of gentle explanations of
spiritual and traditional ceremonies, events, and remembrances. Each holiday
is taken separately and encompasses the reasons behind each one, things which
should be remembered, and the activities which are undertaken for the specific
holiday. Stories of the events surrounding the celebrations give a meaningful
background to the special days. The lyrical style flows smoothly with ideas of
how to fill the day with worthwhile happenings. Garrison's collographs bring
the symbols and scenes alive with color and depth. There is a sense of being
at home in both the pictures and words. Family plays a strong part in the
occasions. It is a religious book for helping young members of the Jewish sect
to incorporate their traditions into their lives. "Remembering" and "imagining"
are two important goals Silverman has for her readers.
My First Book of Jewish Holidays will be a great help for both Jewish
parents and any other parents who want to acquaint their children with the
various beliefs and differences or similarities of the Jewish people. Silverman
qualifies for her information as a partaker of these traditions and holidays as she
grew up in New York and she has written several other books for Jewish
children. It is an enjoyable book, especially for young children, but also for
curious and studious adults. More details of the holidays are explained in the
Glossary and Pronunciation Guide on the last pages of the book .

••••

Stanley, Diane & Vennema, Peter. Cleopatra. Morrow Junior Books, 1994.
ISBN 0-688-10414-2. $14.93. 46 pp.

A

5-8

PB

BI

Reviewed by Robert L. Maxwell

This is the latest in a series of biographies by Diane Stanley co-authored
with her husband Peter Vennema and illustrated by herself. Cleopatra
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sympathetically portrays the Egyptian queen as an intelligent, independent
woman of high ambition who married two of the most powerful men in the
world both for pragmatic, political reasons, but perhaps also out of love.
Preceding the biographical narrative is a good historical introduction explaining
just how the line of Greek pharaohs culminating in Cleopatra came to rule
Egypt; the authors also set the stage for the story of this remarkable woma by
explaining how we know about Cleopatra's life (mainly ancient sources such as
Plutarch), how we know what she looked like (Roman coins), and (to
accompany a helpful map) why we do not know the exact boundaries of the
Roman provinces. This type of explanation might seem superfluous in a
biography aimed at young readers, but it is an excellent way of teaching that
history does not just materialize out of thin air. This, as well as the
pronunciation guide and bibliography, will encourage the reader to dip more
deeply into this fascinating period.
Stanley began her career as an illustrator, but has gradually turned more
of her attention to writing (Vennema's role is normally as researcher). She has
an inviting style, and her biographies always give the sense that there is
something behind the story: though the sources are not obtrusive, we are
constantly reminded that they exist, and our interest is sparked to further study.
She has stated elsewhere that she searches for colorful anecdotes about her
subjects to make the work as interesting as possible, and she has not failed here:
all of the (possibly apocryphal) stories are present, from Cleopatra's appearance
before Caesar rolled in a rug, to her dramatic death by asp sting. Faithful to
her research, Stanley is nevertheless not afraid to guess at motivations where the
sources fail her, as in her explanation of the astonishing course of the Battle of
Actium.
The full-color gouache illustrations, painted to resemble Roman mosaics,
add a dignified tone to the book befitting a woman of Cleopatra's stature. Well
suited to the text, they give the reader a real sense of the splendid luxury that
Cleopatra passed her life in and are historically accurate .

••••

Steele, Philip. The Egyptians and the Valley of the Kings. Dillon Press, 1994.
ISBN 0-87518-539-8. $13.95 . 32 pp.

B

8+

NF

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Everyone has seen reproductions of some of the fabulous riches found in
the tomb of King Tutankhamen, but Tut was small potatoes compared to the
other pharaohs who found their final rest in the Valley of the Kings. What
wonders would we see if the other tombs not been preyed upon by robbers for
centuries? Unlike the northern kingdom where royalty were buried in huge
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stone pyramids, the kings of the south were hidden in tombs in valleys in the
Western Desert. Passages and chambers were carved out of the soft cliffs.
Though most of the treasures were gone by the time serious Egyptologists
arrived on the scene, hieroglyphic records still remained on the walls of the
looted tombs. With the ability to decipher the writing in the nineteenth century
came a more intellectual approach to the past. Scientists were able to read the
names of the royalty who had once been buried in the tombs and to piece
together their history.
Modem scientists are looking at Egypt's past in new ways. X-rays are
used to examine bones, wounds, and jewelry hidden under the bandages; testing
of gene and blood groups is being used to establish relationships; electron
microscopes, chemical tests and radiocarbon dating reveal even more about the
way the wealthy Egyptians once lived. Biologists examine plants and seeds;
zoologists examine insects found in the remains and identified on the wall
paintings. Though the area of Thebes, Luxor, and the Valley of the Kings have
yielded up most of their story to scientific study, one major challenge
remains-conservation. Atmospheric changes, pollution, and tourists are all
endangering the paintings and other artifacts. Without careful planning the
pharaohs' last hope for immortality could crumble away.
The book is well done and readable, as are others in the Hidden Worlds
series. Full-color photographs and drawings add to the text. Though brief, the
narrative includes an amazing array of detail. The reader comes away satisfied
but still curious about the riches we will never see. The book is a good choice
for any children's library.

••••
Steele, Philip. The Romans and Pompeii. Dillon Press, 1994. ISBN 0-87518538-X. $13.95. 32 pp.
B

8+

NF

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

The story of the destruction of Pompeii by the eruption of Vesuvius has
always fascinated me. Steele's account begins with a description of the time and
place-tranquil seas, vigorous industry, sumptuous villas-then on the morning
of August 24, A.D. 79, the peak of Vesuvius shot twelve miles into the sky.
Ash rained down for hours, burying the city under 20 feet of suffocating debris.
Surrounding towns were also buried. Herculaneum, a port city to the west, was
buried by 40 feet of boiling mud.
For years the buried cities were forgotten. Then in the 18th century the
treasure hunters began to arrive in droves. Their interest was in riches not in
systematically discovering the rich past. This looting continued into the 19th
century and glorious treasures were unearthed. In 1870 the new Italian monarch
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turned the city over to a famous archaeologist. His first job was to clear away
the rubble left by the treasure hunters. Ancient life in a Roman city began to
emerge in more detail than had ever been seen before.
Now ~ighty percent of Pompeii has been restored through the combined
work of archaeologists, botanists, geologists, computer technicians and other
scientists. Gardens have been reseeded with the same types of plants that grew
there before the city was destroyed. Homes and shops have been rebuilt, and
wall paintings restored. These paintings have been one of the most important
ways scientists have learned about the ancient inhabitants. Some were hacked
off the walls by treasure hunters, but those that remain provide important clues.
Remains of food tell us what the people ate; bath houses, temples, theaters, and
shops tell us how they spent their time. Though not the greatest of Roman
cities, Pompeii has become one of the most important because it was captured .
in full activity in one moment in time.
Steele's book, part of the series Hidden Worlds, offers a good overview
of the destruction and restoration of Pompeii and the importance of preservation.
It fires the reader's interest in the further restoration of ancient cities. It would
be a valuable addition to public and school libraries .

••••

Stevens, Janet. From Pictures to Words: A Book About Makillg a Book.
Holiday House, 1995. ISBN 0-8234-1154-0. $15 .95 . Unpaginated.

A

2-4

NF

PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Stevens introduces herself as an illustrator of picture books and then
engages in conversation with characters in her imagination who want her to
write a book about them. She selects three of them for her story-Koala Bear,
Cat, and Rhino-and with their help she outlines the setting, plot, problem, and
resolution. Next comes the storyboard and then writing the story. After the
manuscript is completed, it is mailed to Steven's editor in New York. "Weeks
go by . . . Then the phone rings. " The editor makes suggestions, and Stevens
revises the manuscript. After the revisions are accepted, Stevens makes a
dummy or practice book for editorial approval. Finally, she get out her good
paper and starts the finished artwork, telling her imaginary characters that it will
still be a long time before the book is published.
Stevens' first person, conversational account of making an idea into a book
is an intriguing look at her creative process. She talks not only to the imaginary
characters but to the reader, drawing him or her into the process.
The
illustrations are rendered in pencil, with watercolor and colored pencils. Stevens
gives her characters color, but she presents herself in pencil with gray
watercolor, which focuses attention to the writer/illustrator's product-the book.
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The basic elements of producing a picture book are entertainingly presented.
Students who are creating their own stories would fmd this book a useful
introduction. Classroom publishing enterprises with student artists, authors,
editors, and publishers could be inspired by this informative book. Public and
school libraries should add this title to their collections .

••••
Sullivan, George. Mathew Brady: His Life and Photographs. Cobblehill Books
(Penguin Books USA), 1994. ISBN 0-525-65186-1. $15.99. 136 pp.
A

6+

BI

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

To the novice, the name Mathew Brady may bring only images of a man
with a portable darkroom in a wagon, swinging through the battlefields of the
Civil War, snapping pictures for posterity. Not only is this the wrong image of
Mathew Brady (he was nearly blind by the time the Civil War began and could
not even focus a camera), but it limits his life to only one small segment.
Although Brady did organize a group of photographers who went out and filmed
the scenes of the war, he began and ended his illustrious career as a portrait
maker. With studios in both New York and Washington, D.C. , his clientele
included Presidents and royalty, the rich and the famous . His portrait galleries
were filled with photographs of all who he could entice to come, and copies of
most of his works were available to anyone who wished to buy a copy. His
collections of prints, in book format, were also widely available, including the
scenes from the Civil War, taken not only by those he hired, but also by other
photographers as well. (In those days, there was no copyright law and
everything was open to public use.)
Sullivan has written a clear, energetic biography of a man who was not
fully understood by those in his time (Many of his photographers angrily left
him because their names were not included on the photographs they had taken).
The book is filled with pictures of Mathew Brady from his early days, marking
the beginnings of photography, to his tombstone; and not only pictures of the
Civil War, but also of the many people he encouraged to come to his studio to
have their portraits taken . Two of his portraits of Abraham Lincoln were used
as the models for the penny and the dollar bill. People of all ages will learn
much of this man who wished to leave a legacy of all the famous people of his
day.

• •••
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Sutton, Roger. Heari1lg Us Out: Voices from the Gay and Lesbian Community.
Photographs by Lisa Ebright. Little, Brown and Company, 1994. ISBN
0-316-82326-0. $16.95. 128 pp.

B

8-12

NF

BI

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Eighteen gays and lesbians, ranging in age from late teens to a
grandmother, candidly tell their stories to editor Roger Sutton. How did they
know? How did they come out? How do they deal with family, friends and
colleagues? Though most recognized their difference as teenagers; one, a
minister, accepted his homosexuality as an adult husband and father. Other
spokespeople include a lesbian police officer, a drag artist, an attorney, a lesbian
couple who are adoptive parents, a military photographer, and an AIDS victim.
Experiences and points of view differ greatly, attesting that homosexuality is not
a single, unified lifestyle. None idealize their way of life or advocate its
adoption. They only seek understanding and equal rights.
One chapter records an interview with the straight AIDS commissioner for
the city of Chicago.
She strongly advocates educating youth about
homosexuality and AIDS: "We can't be afraid to give kids information about
sex. It shows our own insecurity about who we are. We're afraid that if we
tell our kids about homosexuality they'll all go run off and be gay. That
certainly says something very negative about being heterosexual, doesn't it?"
Despite the commissioner's assurance that youngsters will not read such a book
and decide to be homosexual, that is still a fear purchasers of the book may
have. That and other concerns make the book unsettling. It is a hard book to
read and a hard one to review.
Yes, it is well written, readable, and covers a wide range about the subject.
Candid photographs of the interviewees contribute to making it a quality
product. But the decision to purchase this title would have to be made carefully.
If prospective buyers agree with the commissioner, they wouldn't hesitate to buy
the book. If they feel that the less said about the subject the better, they will
not. Probably the most obvious purchaser for the title is the public library or
academic libraries with large young adult collections. Unless a parent had a
homosexual child or a particular need, I doubt that they would purchase it for
their home.

• •••
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Walker, Sally M. Volcanoes: Earth's Inner fire. Carolrhoda, 1994. ISBN 087614-812-7. $19.95. 56 pp.
A

3-6

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

NF

What is a volcano? Where does it form? What happens when a volcano
erupts? Are there different kinds of lava? What are pyroclastics? Do volcanoes
affect the weather? How can volcano eruptions be predicted? Can volcanoes
provide energy for our world? All of these answers are found in Volcanoes:
Earth's Inner Fire. Also included are some amazing descriptions of destruction
caused by volcanic eruptions.
Sally Walker has researched volcanoes carefully and completely to aid
readers in understanding how these powerful openings in the earth's crust work.
The photographs are large and inviting with clear captions. Several information
insets give the reader a deeper explanation of some aspects of volcanic life.
This book includes chapter headings, an index, and table of contents for
use in quick information location. The glossary is helpful for understanding the
volcanic vocabulary. Volcanoes: Earth's Inner Fire would be valuable to those
with a casual interest in volcanoes and for the future volcanologists .

••••

Westray, Kathleen. Picture Puzzler. Ticknor & Fields Books for Young
Readers, 1994. ISBN 0-395-70130-9. $13.95. 32 pp.

*

K-3

NF

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

PB

An outstanding picture book essay on optical illusions. Colorfully intense
gouache illustrations, often using a folk art motif, always "work" the way they
are supposed to. The clear, simple text explains what creates the illusion. All but
two pictures can be used effectively with a group and held the interest of the
pre-K's through 2nd graders I introduced to the book. The pictures and
explanations provoked lively discussion. I heartily recommend it.

••••

White, Larry. Energy. Illustrated by Laurie Hamilton. Millbrook Press, 1995.
ISBN 1-56294-473-8. $13.90. Unpaginated.

B

3-6

NF

Reviewed by Bonnie Walker

Energy vibrates with discovery in this elementary science book which uses
basic experiments to teach. There are different types of energy, easily
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remembered by the word "SCREAM" standing for Sound, Chemical, Radiant,
Electrical, Atomic, and Mechanical Energy. From silly, magical, and serious
projects we find the proof for scientific facts. White's personal style makes
questions such as "Can you do this?" "Exactly what is energy?" and "Where
does energy come from?" more enjoyable and compelling. Talking to yO\lng
people as if they were present provides a realistic setting and "I can do" attitude.
A list of "needs" for each experiment are included with numbered steps and
pictures to perform the feats. Hamilton's art has a bit of the comical in it to
appeal to her audience. Accurate black and white frames with some color
figures interspersed add interest. Some of the experiments illustrated are called,
"Chicken in a Cup," "A Kitchen Volcano," "A Hot and Cold Mitt, " and "A
Soda Pop Cannon." The text is concise and direct. White prepares the reader
in advance for what is to come, such as "A bit later in this book you will be
investigating the different forms energy can take. "
White comes qualified with twenty-nine years of teaching young children
as the director of the Needham Elementary Science Center in Massachusetts and
has written a dozen books for curious young scientists. A Glossary, an Index,
and a List of Books for Further Reading are included. Teachers would enjoy
his style and use of experiments as would young people wanting to learn more
about energy. The experiments are easy enough for grades three and beyond,
although young children would need help. Major headings are framed by
attention-getting colored lines and bold print. For the level and type of book
it is complete and enjoyable. It has a glossy hard cover with an exciting picture
stimulating young people's curiosity and desire to learn more. Energy is a
worthwhile book for the young, eager scientist.

••••

Wisler, G. Clifton . Mr. Lincoln's Drummer. Lodestar Books, Dutton, 1995.
ISBN 0-525-67463-2. $14.99. 131 pp.

A

5-6

FI

Reviewed by John B. Wright

"A drum is the heartbeat of an army. Its tempo lets you know whether to
hurry along, steady yourself, or take to your heels. It tells you when to get up ,
eat, and go to bed. And the fellow who taps out the calls is the very heart of
every company in every regiment in every army. They called us drummer
boys." So begins Clifton Wisler's Mr. Lincoln's Drummer, perhaps one of his
finest pieces of historical fiction yet. Wisler recounts the story of Willie
Johnston, an eleven year-old boy who joins the Third Vermont Volunteer
Regiment of the Union Army and goes to battle in the Civil War. During an
intense skirmish, surrounded by death and with chaos setting in, Willie keeps
his head and his drum and leads his regiment to safety. This single act of
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bravery earned the notice of Abraham Lincoln. Willie became the youngest
recipient of the Congressional Medal of Honor.
Wisler crafts a wonderful story of the Civil War told through the eyes and
thoughts of a boy. The reader learns firsthand the severity and lenience of army
camp life, the anxiety and tranquility of war, and the enmity and compassion of
death. Clifton Wisler, through extensive research and travel provides the reader
a chance to march with Willie, to hear his drum, to witness the transformation
of this little drummer boy as he becomes a hero .

••••

Wood , Audrey. The Nappiflg House Wakes Up. Illustrated by Don Wood.
Harcourt Brace & Company, 1994. ISBN 0-152-OO890-X. $17.95. 20
pp.

C

PreK-8

FI

Reviewed by Denise Swift

PB

It is a quiet house where the Granny, a child and some animals are sleeping
peacefully. A flea comes along and bites the mouse. This causes a chain
reaction waking all the animals, the child and Granny. As soon as everyone
wakes up they start dancing around.
This book has tabs on each page so the reader can see what happens to
Granny, the child and the animals. The best tab is being able to hear the granny
"snore" but the other tabs aren't exciting to pull. The end of the book is too
abrupt and there is no apparent reason for everyone to start dancing. As a
result, there is not a feeling of satisfaction from reading the book. A four year
old was asked what she thought of the book and she replied, "It is weird. "

••••

Woodruff, Elvira. Dear Levi-Letters from the Overland Trail. Illustrated by
Beth Peck. Alfred A. Knopf, 1994. ISBN 0-679-84641-7. $14.00. 119
pp.

A

5+

FI

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

Twelve-year-old Austin Ives sets off with a wagon train across the
Overland Trail in 1851. Week by week, Austin tells the story of the trek in
letters to his brother Levi. Austin tells of making new friends, facing the death
of friends and loved ones, shouldering great responsibilities, learning to swim,
encountering Indians, tricking bullies, and finally arriving at his deceased
father's claim in Oregon.
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Elvira Woodruff wanted to tell the story of the children who made the
2,400 mile trip in wagons and on foot with courage and pluck. She shares this
picture with the reader by using her vivid imagination and careful research. The
reader vicariously lives Austin's experiences on the trek. The pencil drawn
illustrations by Beth Peck show the lifestyle of the pioneers with detail and
humor.
This book would be a great asset to a thematic unit on the western
expansion. Teachers and students would find it an exciting read aloud. Dear
Levi would be enjoyed by anyone who likes to be an armchair adventurer.

••••

Yolen, Jane. The Girl ill the Golden Bower. Illustrated by Jane Dyer. Little,
Brown and Comany, 1994. ISBN 0-316-96894-3 . $15.95. Unpaginated.

•

K+

PB

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Curry, a beautiful child born to a woodsman and his wife, lives in the
forest with only the animals for friends . She has but one possession of value
and that is a comb so exactly the color of her hair that it cannot be seen when
she wears it. After the death of Curry's mother, a fortune hunter (a sorceress)
comes to the forest determined to find the treasure fabled to be there. She tricks
Curry's father into marrying her, then worries him day and night with questions
about the treasure. One day she notices the comb as Curry uses it to comb a
fox sitting in her lap. Elated at her discovery of the treasure, she puts Curry
under a spell to sleep forever in the forest. The resolution to this story is as
new as it is timeless. And as in all good fairy stories, right wins and evil is
defeated.
This is vintage Yolen-words spun delicately to create images that are
dreamy yet sharp, weaving their own enchantment as one reads. A lovely story,
it is perfectly complemented by Jane Dyer's lush, warm illustrations.
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